Abstract
Introduction
Several domains and user types have been affected by the evolution of multimedia (image, sound, and video) and new technologies (WEB, Worm Disk, etc.) . Medicine is among these domains where several systems have been proposed. The number of applications such as PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication Systems), HIS (Hospital Information Systems), RIS (Radiology Information Systems) in which medical information is stored and managed, has grown rapidly during the last few decades. A recent study has begun in our laboratory (LISI) [ l l , 12, 131 aiming to provide an adequate image retrieval solution for heterogeneous users in the medical domain, Students, physicians, radiologists, and researchers are all concerned. Each type of user needs to express different types of queries: § Physicians need to retrieve images with precise information (patient, anomalies, etc.) . For instance, "retrieve all x-rays of M. Robert at 12/05/1995 where disjoint lesions are found". § Students' queries are generally imprecise and often very ambiguous. For instance, "retrieve all brain images where tumor or cancer or another anomaly representing the same shape on the screen is found". § Researchers usually need to search for the evolution of an anomaly. "Retrieve all lungs' x-rays where a tumor has become larger of 40% of its initial size". § Radiologists retrieve images with multiple criteria but usually on the basis of its physical characteristics (color, texture and size). "Retrieve images where similar texture has been found in lung x-rays".
In logically, the problem of image retrieval is related to the problem of image description. Several relevant descriptions can be used for the same image. They are person-dependent and confined to parameters such as context, image objects, application domain, etc. The current approaches proposed have been designed to take into consideration only certain image facets depending on domain application requirements. In a historical museum, image retrieval is based on the semantic content linked to objects and the scene (context) relating them. In monitoring applications, the searching process is built upon dates (all images at 13/12/1999), shapes, colour and texture. We have found that current approaches suffer from different weaknesses:
1 -Incomplete description of image content: an interpretation of a satellite image of the moon may ignore other stars. 2-Ambiguities resulting from the incompatibility between system pertinence and user relevance.
3-Impossibility of reutilization: a database of medical x-rays in hospital "A", for instance, cannot be reused in hospital 0-7695-0862-6/00 $10.00 0 2000 IEEE "B" where physicians exercise another specialty because acquisition and retrieval systems are domaindependent.
This paper presents our solution aiming to provide adequate image retrieval approach independently from domains (cytology, therapy, cancerology, etc.) . Built on global description process at storage process, our solution takes into account complexity and variety of medical imaging (RMI, Scanner, X-rays, etc.) and user heterogeneity. If image interpretation during storage process takes into account more elements and different points of view, retrieval process becomes efficient for global and various types of queries. To our knowledge, no global approach based on all facets has been proposed for medical image description in multimedia databases. We show how medical image facets can be integrated into one data model. In essence, our model presents the medical image within four-dimensional plans.
To detail the different points of our work, the rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section details related works in this domain. Section 3 presents our data model of image description. Section 4 comments and details the description process used by our system. The last section concludes and summarizes our future works.
Background and related works
A great number of studies on queries for spatial and image databases has appeared in recent years. Providing accurate retrieval approach relies a lot on the description and indexing model of the image. In this section, we explore how current solutions approach the description problem of the image. Here below, different categories of approaches are exposed: § The contextual approach considers only the environment and ignores image content. Several systems [32, 361 have adopted this approach where the image is described through extemal data such as acquisition date, author name, file name or artificial keys. However, this is restrictive and inappropriate for several domains such as medical imaging, TV production, multimedia, art history, geology, satellite image databases, etc. For instance, in therapy treatment planning, the physician is often interested in retrieving cases that demonstrate diagnostic image features (object density, texture, location, extent, shape, size).
0 The abstraction approach manipulates the physical (low-level) properties of an image such as color, texture, shape, brightness, etc. Generally, automatic procedures like pattern recognition and segmentation have been used to calculate physical properties. The abstraction approach is applied to domains where the possibility of using manual procedures is quasi impossible because of the multitude of images (TV databases, museum databases, etc.). The abstraction approach can be broken down into global features matching and local features matching. In global features matching, retrieval is built on various global factors such as color distribution [38, 171, color histogram [3] , texture [5, 141, etc. In local features matching, the image content in terms of object properties (such as shape [28, 61, edge [24, 291, color-spatial [34] , etc.) is detected. Color retrieval results are often quite impressive, though retrieval by shape has proven a considerably greater challenge. However, in spite of the great interests, abstraction approaches are currently too open-ended to be appropriated in several domains (particularly in medicine):
Because of the diversity of the human body, searching by shape, a circle for example, could give an eye x-ray or an image of cells in a medical database, The used procedures are time-consuming, It is still not adaptable in several domains such as medicine where miscellaneous digitalization techniques (Scanner, MRI, X-ray, etc.) are used. However, since subjectivity, ambiguity and imprecision are usually associated with specifying and interpreting semantic content, classification approaches are generally incomplete and domain-dependent. First, describing the content and the sense of each object is difficult because probable descriptions are numerous and each person may describe the image differently. For instance, a picture of John Kennedy photo when he was young could be described as the image of a child, or as the image of the future president of the USA. Secondly, image description based on object position and relationships between objects (spatial facet) has proven to be imperfect at retrieval process where translation, scaling, perfect and multiple rotations, or any arbitrary combination of transformations is applied. For instance, the spatial content in terms of relationships in surgical or radiation therapy of brain tumors is decisive because the location of a tumor has profound implications on a therapeutic decision. Thirdly, a great waste of data is induced when replacing an image by a set of poor semantic descriptors to describe image objects. For instance, the description of a satellite image of the moon might ignore other stars because they are not relevant to the domain. 290
As the main objective of our project consists of providing retrieval medical imaging destined for nonprofessional end-users, user-friendly languages are required. Several language types have been proposed the last decades [2, 21, 391. Current retrieval systems proposed in the medical domain [l, 8, 16, 18, 32, 33, 401 are not useroriented and only few query possibilities are proposed. Visual languages can be seen as precursors in many domains applications. They aim at supplying user-friendly interfaces, especially for handling of spatial criteria in spatial queries. Two main approaches have been developed to design spatial visual languages in order to add and modify spatial objects and relations. (1) the end-user uses commands like buttons or textual entries, and spatial objects are represented by metaphors in a command used interface [4, 7, 301 . ( 2 ) the end-user interacts directly with the device which represents the 2D environment of the objects, using the blackboard metaphor [22, 351, e.g., drawing the objects' geometrical shape. Each interface presents advantages and drawbacks in terms of ambiguity and user-friendliness [23] . The main advantage of visual languages comes from the fact that the user does not have any constraint to express a query and no new language to learn. Nevertheless, many limitations still remain. The main limitation comes from the ambiguities of visual languages.
Datamodel
Our proposition consists of providing global image description. Further storage process takes into account image facets, further retrieval process is able to respond to several query types. Eakins [19] classifies image queries into three levels: § Level 1: retrieval process is achieved through primitive features such as color, texture, and shape. § Level 2: image retrieval is accomplished within identified image objects involving some degree of logical inference about their identity and type. S Level 3: retrieval is performed by abstract attributes, such as illustrations of a particular type of event, involving a high degree of reasoning about the meaning and purpose of the scenes depicted.
Effectively, looking closer at query types, we have found that four dimensions of the image description exist: 1-contextual: regrouping global and external image properties, 2-physical: regrouping local physical properties of image content, 3-spatial: taking into consideration objects location and dispositions, and 4-semantic: able to take into account semantic and evolutionary properties of image content. Physical, spatial, and semantic dimensions are orthogonal while the contextual dimension is not. This means that each internal object found in either the physical, spatial, or semantic dimension must be mapped into two other dimensions, while the extemal object is not mapped at all.
The contextual dimension regroups the global information (extemal object) attached to the image without 29 taking its content into account. Currently, we use manual procedures to calculate the physical dimension because of the complexity of the medical image. The user chooses appropriate colors, textures, and other low-level features already predefined. Automatic procedures could be attempted to provide low-level features and then to quickly calculate the physical dimension. However, the problem of low-level features extraction is beyond the scope of this paper.
The objective of the spatial dimension is to take into account spatial shape and relationships. It regroups spatial relations (directional and topological) calculated between objects. Spatial relations are calculated upon shape (polygon).
The objective of the semantic dimension is to integrate semantic objects and relations judged primordial by medical users. In multimedia databases, image indexing and retrieval may require human intervention, since explicit semantic objects must be recognized. The semantic dimension is currently described manually by the user due to the fact that the medical domain is very complex and each term may have several meanings depending on the context. We mention that Medical Signs are codified by International Classification Of Diseases (ICD-10). For instance, C442 represents, in ICD-10, the malign tumor of the ear (lobe).
However, as explained before, our approach allows salient image objects to inherit from both low and high-level feature types. Image content dimensions (physical, spatial, and semantic) are orthogonal. This means that during description process, comparing components of different dimensions (shape of lungs, color of lobe, etc.) to those predefined in the spatial knowledge base, or applying certain constraints (the Inference Base) with some approximations, makes image storage more global and efficient. In this paper, only the spatial constraints are exposed.
Description process A prototype called MIMS (Medical Image Management
System) has been realized to support our proposition [ 11, 12, 131. In this paper, we only detail the description process.
We invite the reader to see other publications for more details concerning the prototype. The next subsections describe the description process. The first details its architecture. In the second, topological expressive power is defined. In subsections three and four, the problems of ambiguities are treated.
Architecture
Implemented in Java programming language, MIMS provides an hybrid interface with visual (icons, drawings, hypermedia) and textual tools to describe a medical image during both storage and retrieval processes. MIMS is composed of several components (Figure 1) : analyzer, ambiguity resolver, SQL Translator, and Spatial Knowledge Model (SKM). Each component has its own task. In short, the analyzer assists the user to describe the image. The ambiguity resolver checks ambiguities found in each dimension (semantic, spatial, and physical). The SQL translator transforms commands into SQL statements. The Spatial Knowledge Model, based on Spatial Knowledge Base and the Inference Base, plays the consultant task and guides the ambiguity resolver to decide, whenever an ambiguity is found, whether the system or the user is able to respond. The analyzer, in collaboration with the Spatial Knowledge Base (a component of SKM), is responsible for providing possible features to describe image dimensions (spatial, physical, semantic, and contextual metastases, an evolution of a tumor into other regions, can be described here. and guides the ambiguity resolver to decide, whenever an ambiguity is found, whether the system or the user is able to respond.
Ambiguity
MIMS analyzer passes by several steps: § Contextual analysis: this step is used to acknowledge the contextual dimension. It consists of filling several zones to determine: 1-whether or not image content evolution exists during storage process, 2-what kind of patient we are searching for, 3-if we need a specific category of medical images (Scanner, MRI, X-rays, etc.). This step is independent but we have chosen to place it at the beginning in order to study certain ambiguities in medical image content. For instance, when the user searches for lung X-rays of smokers, it is easier to identify probable anomalies in certain regions (trachea).
Physical analysis: this step attempts to describe physical dimension of medical image. As mentioned before, several automatic methods can be used to calculate low-level features of the image (segmentation, pattem recognition, etc.). However, MIMS uses manual methods based on a comparison between image objects and predefined physical features of SKB because each medical image type necessitates specific algorithms and procedures. Currently, we are working on ameliorating this step. We are trying to integrate other existing systems to support automatic methods. To describe a topological configuration with n objects, one solution is to describe all of the topological relations of each couple of objects in the set [22] , e.g., the three anomalies of Figure 3 -a can be topologically described by <a1 Meet a2> A <a2 Meet a3> A <a3 Meet a b . But this solution does not provide a high expressive power. A set of objects with defined binary relations can have several configurations which are not differentiated, e.g., the two configurations of Figure 3 both have the same topological description <a1 Meet a2> A <a2 Meet a3> A <a3 Meet a b but they are different. This solution can be not sufficient, especially in the medical domain where a high topological expressive power is required, e.g., as in the previous example, the difference between the two configurations for three anomalies can be crucial for the physician. To describe a topological configuration with n objects, a more expressive description is needed.
In order to solve this problematic, based upon the previous model, a model is proposed to give a formal categorization of all the possible topological relations with three spatial objects in R2: the 20-Zntersections model (Figure 4) .
However, after modification of spatial relations, the integrity of the spatial relations can be not respected, e.g., for the configuration <A Contain B> A <B Contain C> A <C Disjoint A> is impossible. In order to solve this problem, we need to know the spatial expressive power of topological relations with more than two regions. The 20-Intersections model provides the needed expressive power for three regions. § Semantic analysis: treats semantic terms (objects and relations) proposed by the user during description process. The user has two possibilities: a manual descriptor within keywords and legend, or a metaphor represented by an icon. The metaphorical representations were stored in SKB. Through a hypermedia interface, the user was able to easily identify the relevant metaphorical representation. Each semantic object or relation must be identified by either an object in the semantic structure of SKB or a combination of several semantics ones predefined by SKB. Spatial Knowledge Model verification is applied during semantic dimension identification. The spatial relations are considered as semantic, and are stored as rules in the Inference Base. This presents the advantage that new spatial semantic relations can be defined. The new defined rules give the possibility to define personalized spatial semantic relations . It is possible to rename spatial relations, e.g., "Far" means Disjoint, "Zntersect" means Overlap, etc. We can logically combine relations, e.g., a topological semantic relation "Near" which means Disjoint or Meet, a topological semantic relation "Push" which means Meet or Covers. We can also define spatial hierarchies, e.g., Figure 5 -a gives an example of hierarchy. Here are some examples of configurations After ambiguity resolving, the system sends features to the SQL translator. The latter transforms features translated by ambiguity resolver into SQL statements and sends them to the JDBC driver. In its tum, the JDBC driver examines SQL statements and accesses relative databases (MRI, Xrays, etc.) . Figure 6 shows the analyzer's results of a description process during the storage process. 
Ambiguity resolver
Obviously, certain ambiguities are translated after physical analysis. The existence of the inference base allows resolving certain ambiguities. The Inference base contains a set of rules used to help in decision-making. MIMS provides to the user a clear language, i.e., nonambiguous textual language. After having visually added or modified spatial objects, the spatial relations derived are displayed in a textual language, in order to give a possibility for the user to check exact semantics. MIMS allows also the user to textually add and modify the spatial relations. Another interesting solution to ambiguities is to establish a dialog with the user whenever an ambiguity occurs. For instance, in the previous example for spatial ambiguities, the Inference Base shows a11 the available configurations and requests a choice (Figure 7 Semantic ambiguity occurs when semantic objects or relations proposed by the user are not identified. MIMS currently proposes to differently identify an object or to integrate it into SKB. Whenever semantic relation is defined as a set of spatial ones, ambiguities of semantic relation are resolved at spatial ambiguity level.
Conclusion
The main motivation of this work is to provide a global flexible system for answering heterogeneous user queries in medical image databases. We have shown how current systems approach the problem of medical image description. This paper describes a conceptual framework aiming to resolve the problem of incomplete image interpretations. It presents a global image description to achieve an efficient retrieval process able to mix domain and user needs. Spatial Knowledge Model (SKM) is one of the main elements that provides coherent and effective objectivity of interpretation. SKM is composed of two components: a Spatial Knowledge Base to assist description and analyzing process, and an Inference Base to check user actions and description ambiguities. Our approach is validated by a prototype called MIMS (Medical Image Management System). MIMS is web accessible' and consulted by several physicians and students each day. MIMS integrates a high level of precision (especially in terms of spatial relations) required by the medical domain.
Our current interest is to integrate methods able to automatically retrieve low-level features and then to facilitate the user task. Effectively, satisfactory results have been obtained but further studies and tests are needed. Moreover, another study is currently underway which aims to automate SKB structures. Thanks to dialogs with the user, the Inference Base can infer preferences of the user and build user profiles. We are studying how to use this inference to adapt the system to the user.
Therefore, we aim to integrate video into our approach to provide a global multimedia solution. Finally, as we truly believe that our approach is portable and adaptable to different domains (including non-medical ones), our future work intends to integrate Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and pictorial databases.
